Vienna Sightseeing Tours: Top Ten Facts
1. Vienna Sightseeing Tours has specialised in showing visitors the many aspects of the
Austrian capital since 1972 and has become the market leader for tours in and
around Vienna. Since 1997, it has also been operating the Hop on Hop off buses in
Vienna.
2.
Visitors
can
choose
from
a
large
selection
of
guided
tours
(www.viennasightseeing.at/touren/), ranging from the classic city tour with a visit to
Schönbrunn Palace to day trips to Prague or picturesque Hallstatt. The prices vary
depending on the type and length of the tour, ranging from EUR 19 to 119.
3. The majority of tours are offered in German, English and Spanish. Some tours can
also be booked in French and Japanese.
4. All tours are accompanied by certified tour guides. On day trips to Prague, Budapest
or Bratislava, tours are also met by a local guide.
5. Some tours include priority access to sights and free hotel pick-up from selected
hotels in Vienna.
6. All admission fees are included in the price of the tour.
7. In addition to the wide range of tours, Vienna Sightseeing Tours operates a Hop on
Hop off bus service with up to six routes and 50 stops. The buses provide free
audioguides in 16 languages, a children’s channel in German and English, and free Wi-Fi.
8. Holders of a Vienna Pass - the all-inclusive card for visitors to Vienna – enjoy free
and unlimited use of all Hop on Hop off buses for the duration of their Vienna Pass.
9. Vienna Sightseeing Tours also offers the Flexi PASS. A Sightseeing ticket which allows
free access to 3, 4 or 5 sights. The pass is valid for 30 days from the first day of use. Out
of a selection of 30 sights and attractions the personal favourites can be chosen. The
offer includes for example a 24-hour HOP ON HOP OFF ticket or free entry to Schönbrunn
Zoo.
10. The shareholders of Vienna Sightseeing Tours are the Dr. Richard company group,
the Blaguss company group, the Verkehrsbüro group and Elite Tours.
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